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What is Reinforcement LearningWhat is Reinforcement Learning

Machine Learning techniqueMachine Learning technique
Based on trail and error
Picking actions that provide maximum long-termPicking actions that provide maximum long term 
reward

Motivation:
”a way of programming agents by reward and punishment 
without needing to specify how the task is to be achieved”
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More MotivationMore Motivation

Backgammon playing agent based on reinforcement learning. 
TD 2.1 Considered one of the top Backgammon players.
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Reinforcement Learning ModelReinforcement Learning Model

i: input
r: reinforcement signal
a: action
s: current state

B: agents behavior
T: enviroment
R: reward function
I: input function
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Reinforcement Learning Model (cont.)Reinforcement Learning Model (cont.)
Formally the reinforcement learning model consist
of:of:

a discrete set of environment states, S
a discrete set of agent actions, A
a set of scalar reinforcement signals

A tiAssumption:
Environment is stationary, that is, the probabilities of making state
transitions or receiving reinforcement signals does not change over 
time.
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Reinforcement Learning Model ExampleReinforcement Learning Model Example

Environment: You are in state 65. You have 4 possible actions.
A I’ll k i 2Agent: I’ll take action 2.
Environment: You received a reinforcement of 7 units. You are now in state 15. You
have 2 possible actions.
Agent: I’ll take action 1Agent: I ll take action 1.
Environment: You received a reinforcement of -4 units. You are now in state 65. You
have 4 possible actions.
Agent: I’ll take action 2.
Environment: You received a reinforcement of 5 units. You are now in state 44. You
have 5 possible actions.

…

Note: Same state at two different occasions may result in different next
states and/or different reinforcement values.
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Goal of Reinforcement LearningGoal of Reinforcement Learning

Find an optimal policy π, mapping states to actions, 
that maximizes some long run measure ofthat maximizes some long run measure of 
reinforcement.
What is meant by optimal?What is meant by optimal?
What about learning performace?
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Optimal PolicyOptimal Policy
Finite horizon

Expected reward:
T i

rt: reward after t steps
Two versions

1: Take h-step optimal action, then h-1 optimal, then h-2, etc
2: Always take the h-step optimal actions

Infinite discounted horizon
Expected reward:
Take the long-run reward butTake the long run reward, but
discount future rewards
γ is a discount factor

0 ≤ γ < 1

Average reward model
Take actions that optimize the long-run average reward
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Learning PerformanceLearning Performance
Eventual convergence to optimal

Proof that the learning algorithm eventually converges toProof that the learning algorithm eventually converges to 
the optimal behavior
Slow and might not be required

Speed of convergence to near-optimality
How fast does the algorithm converge to some near
optimality measureoptimality measure
A fast convergence to 99% optimality might be more 
desireable than a slow 100% convergence

Regret
Expected decrease in reward due to executing the 
learning algorithm instead of optimal behavior
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Learning with Reinforcement LearningLearning with Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning must explicitly explore its
environment.
How much should we explore before we startHow much should we explore before we start 
exploiting?
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Exploration versus ExploitationExploration versus Exploitation
k-armed bandit example

?

k 1 d b dit th t ith diff t tk 1-armed bandits the agent can use with different payouts
The agent has h pulls
What strategy should the agent use?
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k-armed Bandit Solutionk armed Bandit Solution
Several different solutions

Greedy Strategy
Just pick the action with the higheste payoffJust pick the action with the higheste payoff
Unlucky sampling might indicate that best action’s reward
is less than the reward from a suboptimal action

Improve with heuristics
Optimism in the face of uncertaintyOptimism in the face of uncertainty

Strong prior beliefs on payoffs such that strong negative evidence is 
needed to eliminate an action from consideration
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Delayed RewardDelayed Reward

What if a long sequence of actions receiving
insignificant reinforcement, leads to a state of high
reinforcement?reinforcement?
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Modeling Delayed Reward ProblemsModeling Delayed Reward Problems

Markov Decision  Processes
a set of states S,
a set of action Aa set of action A,
a reward function R : S × A → ℜ
a state transition function T : S × A →  Π(S)( )

where a member of Π(S) is a probability distribution 
over the set S (i.e. it maps states to probabilities).
T( ’) i th b bilit f ki t iti fT(s, a, s’) is the probability of making a transition from 
state s to s’ using action a
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Finding a Policy given a ModelFinding a Policy given a Model

Given a model, i.e. given T(s, a, s’) and R(s, a)Given a model, i.e. given T(s, a, s ) and R(s, a)
How do we find an optimal policy?

Where V*(s’) is the expected payoff remaining, given we pick theWhere V (s ) is the expected payoff remaining, given we pick the 
remaining actions optimally
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Finding a Policy given a Model (cont. 1)Finding a Policy given a Model (cont. 1)
Value Iteration

Find the optimal value of a state through a simple iterativeFind the optimal value of a state through a simple iterative 
algorithm.
The optimal value of a state is the expected discounted

d if th t i t t d i th t t t dsum reward, if the agent is started in that state and 
behaves optimally from there on.

When do we stop?
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When do we stop?



Finding a Policy given a Model (cont. 2)Finding a Policy given a Model (cont. 2)
Policy Iteration

Change the policy directlyChange the policy directly
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Learning without a ModelLearning without a Model

Primary focus of Reinforcement Learning.
Two ways to proceed

Model-free
E ti t th ti l li ith t h i t l th d lEstimate the optimal policy without having to learn the model

Model-based
Learn the model, then estimate the optimal policyp p y
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Model-Free LearningModel Free Learning
Adaptive Heuristic Critic

Adaptive version of policy iteration
C i t f t tConsists of two components

a reinforcement-learning component
a critic

Reinforcement-Learning Component
Any instance of the algorithms that can be used to solve the k-
armed bandit problem, modified to deal with multiple states and p , p
non-stationary rewards
Tries to maximize a heuristic value from the critic, instead of trying 
to maximize the instantaneous reward.

Critic
Uses the reinforcement values to learn map states to their 
discounted values, given the policy in the reinforcement-learning 

t
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Model-Free Learning (cont.)Model Free Learning (cont.)

1: Fix the policy π in RL, and run the critic making it learn a value function Vπ.
2: Then fix the value function Vπ in the critic, and find a new policy that2: Then fix the value function Vπ in the critic, and find a new policy that 
maximizes the value function.
…
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Model-Based LearningModel Based Learning

Straight-Forward Methodg
Find T and R by exploring and keeping statistics
Compute and optimal policy based on the model learned

Dyna
Simultaneously use experience to build a model (T’ and 
R’), use experience to adjust the policy, and use the 
model to adjust the policy.j p y
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DynaDyna
Given ‹s, a, s’, r›:

Update the model (T’, R’)p ( , )
Increment statistics for the transition from s to s’ on action a and 
for receiving reward r for taking action a in state s. 

Update the policy at state s based on the newly updated p p y y p
model using the rule:

where Q(s a) is the value of taking a in state s andwhere Q(s, a) is the value of taking a in state s, and 
continuing optimally.
Perform k additional updates: choose k state-action pairs 
at random and update them with the above ruleat random and update them with the above rule.
Chose an action a’ to perform in state s’, based on the Q 
values.
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Reinforcement Learning ApplicationsReinforcement Learning Applications
Examples

BackgammonBackgammon
Among the best players in the world

Robotics
Juggling a devil-stick

Learned to juggle after 40 initial attempts
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